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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING OF KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTHORITY, HELD
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1989, AT 6:00 PM, BOARD ROOM, ADMINISTRA-
TION BUILDING, KISSIMMEE, FLORIDA

Present at the meeting were Chairman Hord, Vice-Chairman Gant,
Secretary Bobroff, Assistant Secretary Lowenstein, Director Jones,
Attorney Brinson, General Manager Welsh, and Recording Secretary
Rundio.

A. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER at 6:00 P.M. by Chairman Hord, who
noted that Mayor Van Meter was absent and Vice-Mayor Ken Maher
attended in his stead.

B. AWARDS AND PRESENTATIONS

1. OATH OF OFFICE - RICHARD L. HORD

Attorney Edward Brinson administered the Oath of Office to
Chairman Richard L. Hord who was reappointed by the City Commission
for another term of office. (Copy attached to the Minutes.)

2. DECEMBER EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH - THEODORE "TED" SALLI

General Manager James C. Welsh said that Ted Salli had the
honor of being chosen by his fellow employees as the December
Employee of the Month. Ted is a crew member at the Operating Plant.
His attributes were listed as being dedicated, well versed in all
phases of operations both in the diesel and the Combined Cycle
Plant and known to go that extra mile.

Mr. Salli received an Employee of the Month plaque, a $50.00
U.S. Savings Bond, one day off with pay, and a "reserved" parking
space during December.

C. HEAR THE AUDIENCE

Attorney Ronald Hand, 241 E. Ruby Avenue, Kissimmee, was
spokesman for a group of concerned residents and members of the
Homeowners Association of the Springtree Crossing subdivision, many
of whom were present at the Board meeting. This subdivision is near
the Carl A. Wall (Denn John) Substation. Although recognizing the
need for electricity, he said the citizens had expressed their
displeasure at learning recently that construction for a power line
would take place along the eastern portion of their subdivision,
along with the removal of several large trees.

Attorney Hand indicated that a meeting had been set up between
Mr. Welsh, several other parties and himself for 9:00 A.M.,
Thursday, November 16th, to go over the plans to ascertain what
they contain. Attorney Hand wanted an opportunity to discuss
exactly what is going to be done and how it's going to be done, so
the citizens' concerns can be heard. He stated he hoped the
community could best be served by mutual, congenial resolution of
this matter prior to removal of the trees in question.

Bill Lear, 1645 Sunburst Way, Kissimmee, whose property is
adjacent to the proposed easement and right-of-way, stated i ii he
is acquainted with this type of construction and progress, and
hoped some alternatives to these problems could be found and an
agreeable compromise reached. He thanked the Board and staff for
their consideration. |
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General Manager Welsh emphatically informed the Attorney and
the residents present that the project is in the hands of the
contractor and construction will not be delayed or discontinued,
but that we do wish to ameliorate or lessen the impact of any of
our facilities, including this line. He assured the residents and
the Board that we desire to be good neighbors and will attempt to
bring this to a congenial and satisfactory conclusion to our mutual
benefit. Mr. Welsh stated our substation was planned years ago and
that we desired to make it as aesthetically pleasing as possible to
the residents. He indicated this is our philosophy. He suggested
perhaps landscaping or buffering of the right-of-way might be a way
to go.

Attorney Hand thanked the Board and staff for their
consideration and representation in working toward this end
together. He thanked the members of the Homeowners Association for
their interest and turnout. |

D. INFORMATIONAL REPORTS (REQUIRNG NO ACTION)

1. MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT ON ENGINEERING PROJECTS

Manager of Planning & Engineering, Ken Davis, stated that 1I
the acquisition of all rights-of-way have been finalized at the
Carl A. Wall and Lake Cecile Substations. The contract is ready for
work to proceed on the transmission line at the former Substation
and almost completed at the Lake Cecile Substation. A few minor
problems need to be resolved.

The final clean-up work on the Michigan Avenue line relocation
should be completed in about two weeks. We are removing most of the
poles and awaiting the transfer of cable to the new line.

Regarding the Marydia transformer, technical information has
been received and reviewed. We are awaiting answers to some
technical questions regarding design changes to be instituted on
the transformer. The direction to be taken on upgrading the
transformer should be known in a week.

On the AM/FM system, Mr. Davis said we received the majority
of the software. Coordination with the other agencies, as a cost
effective method, is being pursued on this mapping system. He said
the entity chosen for doing our digitizing also was the firm the
County used; secondly, they also will provide the digitizing of our
maps to our software.

The meeting was recessed from 6:30 - 6:42 PM.

Director Bobroff reopened the discussion on the Springtree
Crossing/Substation and expressed his concerns about whether the
residents had ample notification of our project plans. He was
informed that we originally had a public notice advertised
announcing our intentions for a substation, preceded with the 11
zoning process in 1988.

Mr. Welsh stated that earlier in the day he had informed
Attorney Hand that, in view of spending 24 months acquiring the
right-of-way and the monies expended on this substation to date,
there was no feasible way to reroute the transmission line. Mr.
Welsh said he had further informed Attorney Hand that the project
is in the hands of the contractor at this time and that KUA would
not delay construction in any way. The issue was to be discussed at
the 9:00 A.M. meeting next day.  Landscaping on the residents’
property or ours was one alternative, he said.

General Manager Welsh graphically showed the Board members the
layout of the Carl A. Wall Substation area in question. Discussion
continued at length, with questions by members responded to by
staff.
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Mike Simpson, Engineer/Black & Veatch, updated the Board on
the original planning of this site.

2. CONDENSED FINANCIAL REPORT

Joseph Hostetler, Manager/Finance & Accounting, briefed the
members on this report and said staff will be able to produce the
Project Report early next year, following the December audit.

The Reserve for Future Capital Outlay has increased $129,473
for October, to a balance of $8,417,582 at October 31, 1989.

Staff responded to Director Bobroff's queries on sole source
purchases of accessories for the IBM printer upgrade.

3. COST OF POWER ADJUSTMENT

Ben Sharma, Manager/Power Supply, highlighted several reports.
The calculated COPA rate for October, 1989, was negative
$0.00170/kWh. Crystal River #3 was on line for approximately
one-half the period of October. The cost of power was lower
primarily because the Schedule C energy cost was less than I
estimated. The COPA account balance as of October 31, 1989, was
($62,221.66) overcollected. Staff recommended the COPA be continued
at $0.00000/kWh.

4. MONTHLY NORTH BERMUDA DISTRIBUTION COMPLEX PROGRESS
REPORT

Kenneth Lackey, Manager/Distribution Operations, briefly
updated the members on the progress of the North Bermuda Dis-
tribution Complex. He indicated the Center should be operational
shortly, with remaining materials to be moved thereafter.

Chairman Hord suggested that staff receive completed drawings
upon completion of the Complex for eventual use for maintenance
purposes, etc. Mr. Lackey confirmed this will be accomplished.
Chairman Hord firmly advised staff that the contractor not receive
his remaining monies until everything is completed. Mr. Lackey
concurred and replied that only minor items remained on the punch
list.

Mr. Welsh stated that completion was well ahead of schedule
and under budget. Moving plans are slated to begin within one to
two weeks.

Discussion followed on double-wall insulated tanks and perhaps
having a contingency disaster plan for the Complex with the City.
Director Gant suggested keeping treated poles far removed (at least
100 feet) from City wells to avoid contamination of water.

5. HURRICANE DISASTER PLAN

A brief presentation was made by Ken Lackey on KUA's current
Disaster Plan. In the wake of major disasters elsewhere recently,
it was prudent to have such a plan in readiness, with priority
responsibilities delegated toward helping various agencies as well
as restoring power to our customers during a disaster. Assessment
teams would determine the necessity of requesting outside
assistance from other utilities, if required.

Vice-Mayor Maher questioned whether the City should be
involved in coordinating or complementing our teams via radio
systems and in other ways. Mr. Welsh responded that our plans are
in place for emergency conditions and we would be involved with the
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City's control center as well as other agencies. In response to
Chairman Hord's suggestion for a mock exercise of a disaster for
training purposes, and following discussion, Mr. Welsh said the
City Manager would be contacted to perhaps coordinate and to offer
KUA's participation in any mock exercise conducted by the City.

E.  OLD BUSINESS

1. ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING FEES - CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

Ken Davis indicated that Black & Veatch requested additional
engineering fees for construction management services due to
problems incurred with the concurrent construction and completion
of the Lake Cecile and Carl A. Wall Substations. February 28, 1990,
is an estimated final completion date of the transmission line
work. Black & Veatch requested an extension of the requirement for
construction management services, in the amount of $55,800, to
completion of the transmission line serving the Carl A. Wall
Substation.

In justifying the above costs, Mike Simpson, of Black &
Veatch, explained fees and construction services, delays and
overtime required, multiple construction at the same time, cost
overruns, etc., and that these services are provided on an as-
needed basis.

Moved by Director Lowenstein authorizing additional
engineering fees for construction services to Black & Veatch in the
amount of $55,800; and transfer said amount from the Reserve for
Future Capital Outlay. Director Bobroff seconded the motion.

Chairman Hord suggested making the $55,800 a not-to-exceed
amount in calendar 1990". No action was taken.

Motion carried 5 - 0

2. PURCHASE OF MAPPING SYSTEM HARDWARE

Mr. Welsh requested this item be pulled because the results of
the bids were not available at this time. Further evaluation and
examination of the bids is necessary; therefore, no recommendation
will be made at this meeting. Also, preliminary review of the bid
indicates that the cost will be under the limit requiring Board
action.

Chairman Hord called a recess at 8:02 PM. The meeting
reconvened at 8:20 PM.

F. NEW BUSINESS

1. ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Moved by Director Jones, seconded by Director Lowenstein, that
the Officers for the fiscal year 1989-1990 would remain the same as
they are presently:

Richard Hord Chairman
George Gant Vice-Chairman
Bob Bobroff Secretary
Harry Lowenstein Assistant Secretary

Motion carried 5 - 0
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2. APPROVAL OF DIRECT SALE FIRM NATURAL GAS CONTRACT
AND AMENDMENT TO DIRECT SALE PREFERRED INTERRUPTIBLE
GAS CONTRACT WITH FLORIDA GAS TRANSMISSION CO. (FGT)

Mr. Sharma stated that Florida Gas Transmission (FGT) has
allocated a certain amount of Firm Direct Sales gas for KUA during
FGT's Phase I and Phase II pipeline expansion program. Two
contracts were submitted by FGT for the Board's approval. Staff
recommended that the Board approve the contracts and authorize the
Chairman and Secretary to execute the same, subject to some
technical language change. The language change is primarily for
clarification to protect ourselves down the line. FGT has approved
these changes and the contracts will be updated to reflect that.

A letter was submitted to FGT on November 13th requiring
several amendments be made to the proposed contracts.

Moved by Director Jones authorizing approval of the Direct
Sale Firm Natural Gas Contract and the Amendment to the existing
Preferred Interruptible Direct Sale Contract with Florida Gas
Transmission Company, subject to the language change recommended by
staff and approved by FGT; and authorizing the Chairman and the
Secretary to execute the same. Seconded by Director Lowenstein.

Motion carried 5 - 0

3. CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR NATURAL GAS CONTRACTS

Ben Sharma indicated that the Florida Gas Transmission Company
(FGT) Settlement Process on gas nomination and allocation is
expected to continue through April, 1990. Staff recommended that,
due to the complex nature of the natural gas issues and rate
making, etc., Black & Veatch (B&V) be retained to provide
assistance to us during this process. B&V consented to provide such
assistance for a not-to-exceed fee of $18,600. Discussion followed.

Moved by Director Bobroff authorizing Black & Veatch's Scope
of Services to provide assistance to staff on natural gas issues,
with the contract fees not to exceed $18,600; and also authorize
transfer of funds from Reserve for Future Capital Outlay for this
purpose. Seconded by Director Lowenstein.

Motion carried 5 - 0

4. EVALUATE REQUESTS FOR GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS 
(RFP #90-002)

Neville Turner, Manager/Personnel & Risk Management, indicated
five bids were received for Group Health insurance coverage for KUA
employees for the Board's consideration and approval. Using
overheads, he made the comparisons of the various plans and
benefits. The Board of Directors had decided to replace
Metropolitan Life coverage, which had become inconceivably high,
with another comparable in benefits and premiums to that currently
held.

The two Plans selected are the HMO (Health Maintenance
Organization) Option 2 Plan (recommended by staff) and the PPO
(Preferred Provider Organization) 620 Plan (the similar PPO 520
Plan had been recommended by staff) from which the employees may
choose. The PPO is a traditional type plan with some aspects of an
HMO. An employee can choose any doctor or hospital, with some
reduced costs provided if a Preferred Provider facility is chosen.

The Board was concerned about providing quality health care
for KUA employees at the most reasonable cost. Lengthy discussion
continued on the advantages/disadvantages of both Plans.
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Moved by Director Bobroff to opt for the proposed Humana HMO
Option 2 and the proposed PPO Plan 620. Seconded by Director
Lowenstein.

The Board indicated that KUA would pick up all of the cost for
employee coverage. In addition, staff recommended that KUA pick up
the difference between KUA and employee paid premiums for dependent
coverage.

In response to a query by Director Jones, staff agreed to
furnish the members with a report on the open enrollment, the
number opting for dependent coverage and submit an update in
January and June, 1990, on these Plans.

Mr. Ron Walls, representative of Lupfer-Frakes, our insurance
agent, assisted in responding to numerous questions.

Director Gant suggested that staff keep the members apprised
of the progress of the Plans and quickly handle any possible
problems that may arise in the future.

Chairman Hord stressed that we desire a dollar's worth of
service for a dollar's worth of premium.

Motion carried 5 - 0

Moved by Director Bobroff that KUA pick up 50% of the increase
only on the dependent coverage. There was no second and discussion
continued. Director Bobroff withdrew his motion.

Moved by Director Gant authorizing Kissimmee Utility Authority
to pay $50.00 per month towards the employee dependent insurance
premium (if the employee elects to have this coverage through KUA).
Seconded by Director Lowenstein.

Motion carried 5 - 0

Director Bobroff urged staff to notify all KUA employees of
the approved Plans. Director Gant suggested that Mr. Turner make
every effort to work towards a two-year Plan commitment in future
years.

Director Lowenstein inquired about the outcome of an earlier
Tri-County survey for group health insurance. Mr. Turner replied it
was not feasible or profitable to have a joint venture with the
other agencies, so the plan fell through on this proposed venture.

Mr. Welsh expressed his appreciation to the Board for their
concern for all employees, especially those at the lower end of the
pay scale (who are the most affected by increases in insurance
premiums). He indicated this message will be carried to the
employees.

5. TRANSFER OF PROPERTY TO THE CITY OF KISSIMMEE

The City of Kissimmee requested the return of a small piece of
property (adjacent to the Youth Center) for expansion plans by the
Parks & Recreation Department. Mr. Welsh indicated that KUA has no
real need for the 25 ft. parcel and is willing to give it to the
City.

Moved by Director Gant, and on recommendation of staff,
declaring the property in question as surplus and authorizing the
Chairman and Secretary to execute the Quit-Claim Deed to the City
of Kissimmee for the property to be described by a survey to be
provided at a future date. Seconded by Director Jones.

Motion carried 5 - 0
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G. CONSENT AGENDA

Moved by Director Gant, seconded by Director Lowenstein, to
approve the Consent Agenda as presented.

Motion carried 5 - 0

1. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF OCTOBER 25, 1989, MEETING
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 1 & 2, 1989, SPECIAL

MEETING
3. AWARD OF IFB 190-004, PNEUMATIC TIRED FORKLIFT 

TRUCK

E. HEAR GENERAL MANAGER, ATTORNEY, DIRECTORS

GENERAL MANAGER

Mr. Welsh distributed copies of the 1990 Board meeting
calendar to the members.

The Board approved having the Operational Review (requested at
the last meeting) on December 14th, following the continuation of
the Five-Year Plan.

January 17th or 18th (preferably the 18th) was tentatively
scheduled for a field trip by any interested Board members to the
Indian River site to see the combustion turbines at the new Power
Plant we built with Orlando Utilities Commission. Mr. Welsh thought
it worthwhile for the Board members to see where we spent the money
and enlighten everyone on the new facility.

Mr. Welsh said that envelope billing and micrographic
machinery award will be available next month.

An article by Scott & Scott was handed to the members indi-
cating their pride in achieving the bid award from KUA.

Mr. Welsh expressed his appreciation in having Vice-Mayor Ken
Maher attend the meeting.

ATTORNEY - None

DIRECTORS

Director Bobroff referred to the November 1 & 2, 1989 Minutes,
item B.4, indicating the lack of a second to the motion. (The
second, in fact, was made by Director Gant, but was inadvertently
omitted during composition.) Correction: On page 480 of the same
Minutes, paragraph 8 should read, "...submit a 20-year evaluation
for a gas turbine...".

Chairman Hord brought attention to the fact that 25% of our
customers neglect paying their bills in a timely manner and
suggested we use stricter means to obtain payment. Mr. Welsh said a
5% penalty for delinquent payments will take effect in June, 1990.
Discussion followed on ways and means of collecting these bills in
a more timely fashion.

I. ADJOURNMENT: Meeting adjourned at 10:20 P.M.



OATH OF OFFICE

I, RICHARD L. HORD, do solemnly swear that I will support,

protect and defend the Constitution and Government of the United

States and the State of Florida against all enemies, domestic and

foreign, and that I will bear true faith, loyalty and allegiance to

the same; that I am entitled to hold office under the Constitution;

that I will faithfully perform all the duties of the office of

Director of the Kissimmee Utility Authority, on which I am about to

enter. So help me God.


